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Fear of a blank canvas
Stetson art professor.tells students
they have nothing to fear when it
comes to art- SEE NEWS, A2
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ATHLETICS

~ig Ep.gone.until Spring 2010
· ABE ABORAYA
News Editor

The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity was
suspended for three years Monday by the
Office ofStudent Rights and Responsibilities after allegations ofhazing during last
fall's Hell Week surfaced
Cole Streets, the fraternity pledge who
brought the charges, testified via telephone at a Jan. 26 hearing that determined the ultimate fate of the fraternity.

ENTERTAINMENT

SUPER BOWL AD
LEAVES BITTER

TASTE

,

It can't be aSuper Bowl without
controversy. Snickers has dropped
its commercials of two mechanics
sharing an .accidental kiss, after
protests from gay rights groups.
The commercial was the first that
Snickers has shown during the
Suj)!!r Bowl since 2001, and might
· be their last for a while.

•'

ARQUND CAMPUS,A2

CAB CINEMA TO HOST
SHOWING OF BORATIN
STUDENT UNION TODAY
Sacha Baron Cohen's famous' Borat is
getting a special showing here at UCF
before it is released on DVD to the
public. The movie, which is as
controversial as it is famous, will be
shown in the Cape Florida Room.

The recommendations from the hearing's administrator ultimately led to the
suspension.
Streets told pdlice on Dec. 7, that,
among other thlngs, he wasn't anowed to
go to a hospital after he jumped. over a
pole and wasn't caught by other members.
Tom Chase, Streets' lawyer, said
· Streets suffered a bulged disc in his lower
back from the incident, and that Streets
had to crawl on his hands and knees to

his car the next morning - still wearing
the clothes covered in a mixture of
Crisco, cottage cheese, syrup and sardines.
In a letter to Sig Ep fro:µi Patricia
MacKown, the director of student rigllts
and responsibilities, Mackown stated
that Sig Ep was found to be in violation of
the university's Disorderly Conduct and
Hazing policy of the Golden Rule.
PLEASE SEE

ACTION ON A6

AMANDA MOORE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sigma Phi Epsilon members attend a hearing on Jan. 26.
The fraternity has beef! suspended for 3 years.

HeyUCF
students:
Quiet on
the set!
'Snow White'
update to be shot
part~ally at UCF
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS
Contributing Writer

A major motion picture is
shooting right here in Orlando,
- and you could be in it.
Background Entertainment
Services held their first casting
call last Friday in the Student
Union for extras to be in Sydney White, a movie starring
~Amanda Bynes. The $15 million motion picture will start
filming Feb.14 in various places
in Orlando, like Rollins College
and downtown Orlando.
UCF is one of those loi:;ations.
"It's just a great location - ·
UCF has so much to offer,''
Melanie Moreno, casting director and owner of Background
Entertainment; said
With 2,500 extras needed,
there are plenty of opportunities to be an extra, perhaps
even get a speaking part. Extras
will be paid $75 a day for the 12to-14-hour · days they would
work, and some of the shooting
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE-MAKING ON A6

LOCAL &STATE,A2

STATE BEGINNING FCAT
REWRITE AS STUDENTS
BEGIN THIS YEAR'S TEST
As students began taking this year's
Florida Comprehensive Assessment
Test, education officials Tuesday
-0utliried plans to rewrite the test ov~r
the next four or five years to conform
to new standards.

finnicky

NATION &WORLD, A4

TREASURY SECRETARY
SAYS FEDERAL BUDGET
CAN BE BALANCED
The Bush administration presented to
members of Congress on Tuesday an
opportunity to support the
president's new $2.9 trillion spending
plan, arguing that the budget can be
balanced with restraining spending
and making tax cuts permanent.
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Trans fat
ban fools
-even ·the

HIGH LOW

BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

The UCF Marketplace
began using trans fat-free fryer
oil more than a week ago as
part of a nationwide switch
brought about by Aramark
Higher Educati1;m, the company that supplies dining services
to the campus, but some students can't even taste the dif-·
ference.
The conversion comes at a
time when Americans have
voiced their concern about the
unhealthy effects of trans fats
and after the Food and Drug
Administration required last
year that products now include
trans fat-content information
on nutrition facts labels.
According to the FDA, trans
PLEASE SEE

OFFICIALS ON A6
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

CAB Onema to host Borat showing
The Campus Activities
Board's Cinema committee will
hold a showing of the movie
Borat: Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan on
Wednesday from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Cape Florida Room
at the Student Union.
The movie features comedian Sacha Baron Cohen's character of a Kazakh journalist
unfamiliar with American customs.
· There will also be free popcorn to those who come to the
showing.
·
For more information, contact Evi Christodoulou at 407823-6471.

· Sorority philanthropy event
The UCF chapter of the l'i
Beta Phi sorority will be hosting
it's annual philanthropy event,
Rock the Arrow, today at 7 p.m.
in the Pegasus Ballroom.
Rock the Arrow is a dance
and lip sync competition held
to support Pi Phi's national phi.-lanthropy of literacy.
For more information, contact Casey Keller at 772-3419370.

Mood improvement workshop
The Counseling Center will
hold a workshop on how to
improve your mood on Thursday from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Counseling Center,
Building 27.
There will be activities
aimed at improving your mood
as well as strategies on how to .
feel happier and think more
positively.
Students must sign up in
advance to participate.
For more information, contact Larry Marks at 407-82328ll.

State beginning FCAT rewrite as
students begin this year's test

Art professor paints
a picture of art as ~
form not to be feared
JESSICA SUNDAY
Contributing Writer

Sharing his philosophy with art lovers
and UCF students alike, Gary Bolding has
brought a fearless combination of his traditional surrealist art and his latest
abstract pieces to the UCF Art Gallery in
the V1Sual Arts Building.
Painting from two different sides of the
art spectrum, Bolding, an award-winning
artist and . a finalist for the National
Endowment for the Arts/Southern Arts
NICOLE STANCH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Federation Fellowship, communicated his Gary Bolding talks to students last Thursday about ~is work on display in the Visual Arts Building.
Bolding has made the
willingness and ability to evolve with the switch in his work from realism to abstract, turning a new leaf with his art. ,
ever:-changing field of art.
"I am a guy that teaches something ,I sense of humor about art. Now he has this way to demonstrate the artist's "master of
can't define - art is constantly changing. addition of new work that is very the medium" to the students, according to
As soon as you think you know what art is, abstract."
Theo Lotz, director of the art gallery.
it changed," said Bolding, an art professor
Some art students already •have a
"I like to ask my students the question
at Stetson University iri DeLand
favorite piece of Boldin.g's work.
of, What is art for?' I respond~ 'art is for
"Fear no art. This can be taken in two
"My favorite piece of work by Gary filling the holes,'" Bolding said
ways: the traditional education that no art here is the Double-Self Portrait, which is
Before contemplating why Bolding
is worthy of fear, or fear is the absence of done in his older style. It is witty," said Phil chose to "fill in.the holes" the way he has,
art,'' Bolding told a group of art students. Jasen, a senior art major, after viewing the Kilbride reminded potential art apprecia,
last Friday.
exhibit on Thursday.
tors that "sometimes art is just meant to
Bringing the exhibit to UCF is ,a result
On the other side, Ann Beaver, a soph- be fun."
of the art gallery's mission to "stimulate, omore fine arts major, said, "I prefer the
The exhibit, organized by the Polk
excite and inform art students,'' according non-representational pieces because they Museum of Art, will be open Mondays
to Janet Kilbride, the assistant director of have both controlled detail with energy."
through Fridays from 9 am. to 4 p.tn., Feb.
the art gallery.
·
The art gallery, which typically holds 1 toMarch2.
"Bolding is just that way," Kilbride said six exhibitions a year, is showcasing BoldContributing Writer Jen Glantz con'We all admire his approach to art and his ing's collection From Window to Wall as a tributed to this report.

THE REFLECTING POND UNDER THE LIGHT OF THE MOON

.The Music department will
hold the UCF Contemporary
Music Festival on Friday from 8
p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Rehearsal
Hall, Room ll6.
·
The event will feature music
by Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Karel 1-Jusa and per.formed by numerous faculty
members.
,
For more information, contact Laszlo Marosi at 407-8235002.

Downtown shuttle buses

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have· a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an. e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, .S p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.
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Florida manatee survey finds
minimum of 2,812 sea cows

UCF Contemporary Music Festival

The Student Government
Association-sponsored shuttle
bus program will begin on Saturday, with the first bus leaving
from the on-campus bus station
near the Education Building at
10:30p.m.
The last bus will leave
· downtown Orlando at 3:30 am.
The bus costs $2.50 for a
. one-way ride, and a UCF student ID is not required
For more information contact SGA Director of Communication John Zimmerman at
sga_comm@inail.uc(edu.

•

TALLAHASSEE - As students began taking this year's
Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test, education officials
Tuesday outlined plans to
rewrite the test over the next
four or five years to conform to
new standards.
The FCAT will be revamped
to match pending updates in the
Sunshine State Standards for
math and changes for reading
and language arts approved last
month by the State Board of
Education, said Kris Ellington,
the Department of Education's
student assessment program
director for kindergarten
through 12th grade.
"It is critically important that
this test that has such high
stakes for kids and adults ... is
one that meets the highest pos. sible standards,'' Ellington told
the House Kindergarten-12
Committee.
At stake is whether third
graders are promoted and high
schoolers graduate, whether
schools are rewarded or punished and whether teachers
receive merit pay.
"It's going to be a new test,"
Ellington said. ''.A new name
may be advisable."
·
Rep. Curtis Richardson, DTallahassee, agreed that the
FCAT needed a new name
because it has become detested
by students, teachers and parents. The high stakes· put too
much pressure on them. he said
He said the test should focus
on its original purpose - diagnosing individual student learning needs instead being an allpurpose measuring stick

BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Two students take a moment to reflect in the quiet ev~ning air in front of the fountain at UCF.

LOCAL WEATHER

Today
MOSTLY S'UNNY

High: 74° Low: 52°

TODAY IN DETAfL

Thursday

Today: Mostly sunny with a few
clouds in the afternoon. Winds southwest at 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight: More cloud cover moves in,
but temperatures stay mild. Winds
northwest at 5to10 mph.

PARTLY CLOUDY

Friday
, PARTLY CLOUDY

High:73°
Low:S6°
High: 72°
Low:55°

TALLAHASSEE
An
annual census has found 2,812
manatees in Florida waters,
state wildlife officials said Tuesday.
A team of 16 observers surveyed the state manatee population by air and ground
between Jan. 30 and Feb. 1. Scientists counted 1,412 manatees
on the Atlantic Coast and 1~400
on the state's gulf coast, according to the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission.
"'
A record numbers of manatees were recorded in ·Tampa
Bay, Blue. Spring and Brevard
County said FWC biologist
Holly Edwards.
The first year the survey was
taken in 1991only1,267 sea cows
were counted statewide. Last
year, scientists found 3,ll6.
However, officials said the
count, mandated under state
law, is not intended to represent
the state's overall manatee population but simply offers a minimum ,number.
Currently, the state has no
technique in,place to count the
entire population of manqtees
but scientists are working on
new census methods to be able
to track trends:
State wildlife commissioners ·
voted unanimously in June to
downgrade manatees from an
endangered species to threatened because the population.
has shown signs of rebounding.
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.KnightShoppers.com
In association with UCF, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the best deals and discounts
on hundreds of your favorite brands.

4EVER KNIGHTS is the Student Alumni Association at
UCF and membership is available to all current UCF
students. 4EK is a great way to get connected, start
networking with UCF alumni, meet other spirited UCF
student alumni members and receive great
discounts and services.

Find out more... visit www.ucfalumni.com/4ek
e·mail knights@ucfalumni.com
or call 407.UCF.ALUM

•Sad, Worthkss or Guilty
• Trouble Eating or Sleeping
• No Motivation
• Difficulty Concentrating
• Feeling Downhearted or Blue
.

•.
.

If you are experiencing any of tl;lese symptoms, you might be
interested in a medical research study for adults who
experience symptoms of depression. If you qualify, all studyrelated care wlll be provided at no cost and you will be
compensated up to $400 for time and travel. As always, there
Is never an over night stay, and health Insurance Is not
~equired. Enrollme nt is limited, so call today.
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Med school to open 2009
Dean faces several challenges to meet
accreditation deadline, recruit students
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months to a year.
Hickey said there are many
UCF faculty members who
have experience in teaching
ical Education, a team of medical students and may be
JENNY ANDREASSON
physicians and educators who called upon to do so at the _colContributing Writer
review medical schools to lege of medicine.
Dean Deborah German has guarantee they meet national
German is now meeting
about a year to get prelimi- · education standards. Accred- weekly with a curriculum
nary accreditation for UCF's ited schools can award med- committee, which is comCollege of Medicine, sched- ical degrees and are eligible to posed of faculty in related sciuled to open in fall 2009.
receive federal aid.
ences and volunteer physiBut German, who was
Hickey said the school will cians, to craft the curriculum.
hired in October after four apply for preliminary accredi- The LCME also requires the
other candidates dropped out, tation by the end of this year. dean to have a backup plan in
said there's no reason to If it is granted, the recruiting many areas.
worry.
of students will begin in the
"If we run up against dead"Many others chose not to spring of 2009.
lines that are difficult, we'll .
take on this adventure
"This time next year, the work to meet them. If they're
because it's maybe not LCME has got to be convinced impossible, we'll go to plan B,"
doable," German said. "UCF . that we have everything in she said.
will have a medical school place to begin the medical
German said, if the school's
there's no question in my class," Hickey said. If Dean facility in Lake Nona is not
mind. I.t will be doable."
German and her staff don't ready to open in 2009, she will
Although a new med think they're ready by then, hold the program's first year
school may be · "doable," it the start date would be on campus in the Central
remains to be seen if the cur- pushed to fall 2010, he said.
Florida Research Park.
rent time frame is realistic.
The LCME has provided
Junior pre-med student
What UCF spokesman Tom German with a guidebook of Walter Rivera said he. wouldEvelyn called a "monumental tasks she must complete n't mind not having a full medtask," the on-time completion before she can apply for pre- ical facility the first year.
of the medical school seems to liminary accreditation. One
Senior Matt Rossen, a
be out ofUCF officials' hands. task is hiring a team of faculty. molecular and microbiology
"There are things that we . German is currently the only major, and former fundraising
can do that can influence the faculty member in the college director of the American
outcome and the ability to put of medicine. She plans to hire Medical Student Association
the pieces together," Provost between IO and 20 faculty at UCF, said not having the.
Terry Hickey said, "but cer- . members for the program's facility ready is a sign of instatainly we don't 'control this in inaugural year.
bility.
anyway."
''.A challenge that is facing
"I w0uld rather see the first
Since starting work on Dec. me right now ~ to find faculty class start when everytltjng is
1, German has been focused and get them here quickly," ready," Rossen said. '~But in
on one goal - getting prelim- German said. The process of the end, if it's accredited, the
inary accreditation from the recruiting and hiring faculty school's going to produce a
Liaison Committee on Med- can _take anywhere from two medical doctor."

, Bizarre kidnapping attempt
restilts in arrest of astronaut
MIKE SCHNEIDER
Associated Press
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ORLANDO - A NASA
astrona1,1.t accused of trying to
kidnap a romantic rival for a
space shuttle pilot's affections
was charged with attempted
first-degree murder Tuesday
and released on $25,000 bail.
"The intent was there to do
serious bodily injury or
death," said Orlando Police
Sgt. Barb Jones, referring to a
new steel mallet, knife, rubber
tubing and large garbage bags
that police found in Lisa Marie
Nowak's possession.
Nowak, a 43-year-old Navy
captain and married mother of
three, had already been
charged with attempted kidnapping, attempted vehicle
burglary with battery, destruction of evidence and battery.
A judge earlier Tuesday
said she could be freed on
$15,500 bail provided she
stayed away from the other
woman and wore a monitoring device. But the judge
increased that ampunt after
prosecutors filed attempted
murder charges.
If convicted of attempted
murder, she faces between 30
years and life in prison,
authorities said.
Chief astronaut Steve Lindsey, who flew with Nowak to
the international space station
last July aboard space shuttle
Discovery, and fellow astronaut Chris Ferguson attended
the earlier hearing.
"Our primary concern is
her health and well-being and

that she get through this,'' Nowak believed Shipman was
Lindsey told reporters later. romantically involved with
"Her status (with the astro- Oefelein. and when she found
naut corps) has not changed."
out Shipman was flying to
Ferguson said he was "per- Orlando from Houston, she
plexed" by Nowak's alleged decided to confront her early
actions.
Monday, according to the ·
Police said Nowak drove airest affidavit.
900 miles, donned a disguise
Nowak raced from Housand was armed with a BB gun ton to Orlando wearing diaand pepper spray when she pers in the car so she wouldn't
confronted Colleen Shipman have to stop to go to the bathwhom she believed was a room, authorities said. Astrocompetitor for the affections nauts wear diapers during
of Navy Cmdr. William launch and re-entry.
Oefelein. an unmarried fellow
Dressed in. a wig and a
astronaut.
trench coat, she waited for
Oefelein, 41, piloted the Shipman's plane to land and
space shuttle Discovery in then boarded the same airport
December. He and Nowak shuttle bus Shipman took to
trained together but never get to her car, police said. Shipflew a mission together.
man told police she noticed
Nowak told police that her someone following her, hurrelationship with Oefelein was ried inside the car and locked
"more than a working rela- the doors, according to the
tionship but less than a roman- arrest affidavit.
tic relationship," according to
Nowak rapped on the winan arrest affidavit. ·
. dow, tried to open the car door
Inside Nowak's vehicle, and asked for a ride. Shipman
which was parked at a nearby refused but rolled down the
motel, authorities found a pep- car window a few inches when .
per spray package, an unused Nowak started crying, the
BB-gun cartridge, latex gloves statement said. Nowak then
and e-mails between Oefelein sprayed a chemical into Shipand Shipman.
man's car, the affidavit said.
They also found a letter Shipman drove·to the parking
"that · indicated how much lot booth and police were
Mrs. Nowak loved Mr. called.
Oefelein" and Shipman's
An officer reported follow~ .
home address, the arrest affi- ing Nowak and watching her
davit said.
·
throw away a bag containing
Police said Nowak told the wig and BB gun.· Police
them that she only wanted to also found a steel mallet, a 4scare Slµpman into talking to inch folding knife, rubber tubher about her relationship and ing, $600 and garbage bags
didn't want to harm her.
inside a bag Nowak was carryAccording to authorities, ing when she was arrested.
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Hopin9 to stop brain drain, Indiana
Gov. tries to keep students in-state
INDIANAPOLIS -Indiana
. wants its best students to stick
around for college and afterward - and Gov. Mitch Daniels
propos~s paying them to do so.
Damels wants to offer
$20,000 scholarships over four
years. But there's a catch recipients who leave the state
less than three years after graduation will be required to repay
the money.
At least 17 states offer general merit-based scholarships,
according to the Education
Commission of the States. But
none · have post-graduation
strings like those Indiana proposes.
Daniels says the "Hoosier
Hope Scholarships" would help
move Indiana's job-strapped
manufacturing economy to one
strong in life sciences, staffed
with homegrown talent.
"Let's make the dreary term
'brain drain' a forgotten phrase,"
the Republican governor urged
lawmakers in his Jan. 16 State of
the State speech.
Skeptics of the plan say the
state first should create jobs
that are attractive to young people.
"The real issue is providing
opportunities that young people want," said retired Indiana
University economist Morton
Marcus.

MIT professor begins hunger strike
. to protest'radst'tenure denial
BOSTON - A black MIT
professor began a h'unger strike
Monday to protest the university's decision to deny him
tenure, which he claims was
based on race.
.
James Sherley, a stem cell
scientist, said he tried for two
years to persuade administrators at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to reverse
the department head's rejection
of his tenure bid
·
"I'm n<~t actually doing this
to get tenured," Sherley s&id.
"I'm doing this for the reason
that I wasn't tenured - which
is racism - and I want this
institution to admit that that is
the problem and make plans to
do somethillg about it."
·
After a last meal -'- two
bowls of cereal - Sherley stood
outside provost L. Rafael Reif's
office in protest, accompanied
by friends and supporters.
University administrators
denied Sherley's allegations
and said less than half of junior
faculty members are promoted
to tenured positions.
Chancellor ~hj.llip Clay
would not comment on the specific reasons Sherley was not
tenured, but said the decision
involved comments from
experts outside MIT.
The 5-foot-8, 254-pound professor said he planned to ingest
only water, vitamins and electrolyte supplements until the
university acknowledges its
·
racism.

.Geor_gia university s~em plans
aimmal checks on all new hires
ATLANTA - Georgia's university system is developing
plans to require criminal back-·
ground checks on all new faculty and staff, but the idea does
not sit well with the organization that represents professors
in the state.
. In a memo December memo
to' university presidents, Chancellor Erroll Davis said he had
asked the system's legal affairs
office to draft a "more systematic policy," requiring background checks for all full-time
hires.
Georgia's 35 public colleges
and universities have a variety
of policies on criminal checks,
he said in the memo. Some
require them for all employees;
others check only those in a
position of trust.
Under the new policy, all
new hires would face a state
and federal criminal history
check covering a minimum of
seven years and a Social Security check Those in professional,
faculty and academic positions
would also undergo an academic credentials check
Hugh Hudson, a Georgia
State University history professor and head of the state chapter ofthe American Association
of University Professors, sent a
letter to Davis last month saying a number of faculty and
administrators have "deep concerns" about the potential for
abuse under the new policy.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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President Bush, right, holds up a copy of the fiscal 2008 federal budget as he speaks at the
end of a Cabinet meeting at the White House in Washington, Monday.
·

Paulson sa~ budget can be
balanced with economic growth

Iranian diplomat seized in
Shiite-held part of Baghdad

WASHINGTON ·- The
BAGHDAD, Iraq - It was
Bush · administration urged just past sunset when a car
skeptical members of Con- carrying an Iraiiian diplomat
gress on Tuesday to support was cruising through the
the president's new $2.9 tril- streets of a leafy Shiite neighlion spending plan, arguing borhood. Suddenly, two cars
that the budget can be bal- filled with uniformed men
blocked the way, forced him
anced without raising taxes.
House Ways and Means into a ·vehicle and sped off.
Thus began the saga ofJalal
Committee Chairman Charles
Rangel, D-N.Y., said he saw the Sharafi, whose abduction Sunbudget as a missed opportuni- day evening threatens to escaty on the part of Bush to reach late the tense standoff
out to Democrats, who for the between Iran and the United
first time in Bush's presidency States - and could swell into
control both the House and a major diplomatic crisis for
Iraq's fragile, Shiite-dominatSenate.
The $2.9 trillion Bush ed government.
Iran has blamed the U.S. for
budget for the budget year
that begins next Oct. 1 would the kidnapping - or possibly
provide a massive boost for arrest - of Sharafi, a second
the Defense Department, seek secretary at the Iranian
an additional $245 billion in Embassy. Tehran said it holds
spending on the wars in Iraq the Americans responsible for
and Afghanistan for this year his safety.
U.S. authorities deny any
and 2008 and restrain spending across a wide swath of the _role in the disappearance. ''We
don't really know a whole lot
rest of government.
The spending restraints about it at this point,'' White
allowed Bush to project grad- House spokesman Tony Snow
ually declining deficits, with said ''We know that the Iraqi
the budget going into surplus government is investigating."
Details of the kidnapping
in 2012, three years after he
has left qffice. His spending remain murky, but one govplan would make his first- ernment official said it began
term tax cuts permanent, at a when gunmen wearing Iraqi ·
cost over the next decade that army uniforms blocked
the administration estimates Sharafi's car in the Karradah
district, forced him into one of
at $1.6 trillion
Democrats,
however, their two vehicles and sped
charged that the president is away.
Ministry
spokesman
able to produce a surplus only
on paper by using overly opti- Mohammad Ali Hosseini said
mistic assumptions about Iran "strongly condemns this
how much revenue the econo- aggressive act, which is in vio' my will generate over the next lation of international law"
five .years and by leaving out protecting accredited diploexpensive items such as fur- mats. ·
"Iran holds American
ther war costs after 2009 or
providing money beyond this · forces in Iraq responsible for
year to fix the alternative min- the safety and life of the Iranimum tax so that it doesn't hit ian diplomat,'' he told Iran's
millions of middle-fucome official Islamic Republic
News Agency.
taxpayers.
\
Karradah is an unlikely
Libby told grand jury he couldn't venue for an assault on an
Iranian diplomat. The heavily
recall discussions on Plame
WASHINGTON - Prose- Shiite neighborhood is concutors in the CIA leak trial trolled by ~e Supreme Coun,Tuesday zeroed in on I. Lewis cil for the Islamic Revolution
Libby's alleged lies to a grand in Iraq, or SCIRI, a major Shijury, playing audiotapes of ite party with close ties to
Libby saying repeatedly that Iran.
he could not recall conversations about the CIA employ- Gates: Troop buildup not last·
ment of the wife of Bush U.S. chance for stable Iraq
WASHINGTON
administration critic Joe Wilson
Defense Secretary Robert
The eight hours of grand Gates asserted Tuesday the
jury testimony conflict with increase in U.S. forces in Iraq
testimony earlier in the trial is "not the last chance" to sucby former White House press ceed and conceded he's consecretary Ari Fleischer and sidering what steps to take if
other witnesses who said the buildup doesn't work
Libby indeed had discussed
Gates was grilled on the
the CIA employment of Wil- war as the full Senate
son's wife, Valerie Plame.
remained stalled over DemocIn the recording, Fitzgerald ratic leaders' efforts to begin·a
asked Libby if recalled telling debate over President Bush's
Fleischer about the CIA course for Iraq.
Gates ,did not say what
' employment of Wilson's wife ·
other options he was considand that it was ''hush-hush."
"I don't recall that,'' replied ering if the addition of 21,500
troops fails to control the vioLibby, speaking softly.
Libby's own notes show lence in Baghdad and western
that he was told by Cheney Anbar province, where the
about the CIA employment of Sunni insurgency is based
Gates and Gen Peter Pace,
Wilson's wife, more than a
month before Flame's CIA chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
identity was publicly revealed Staff, sought to assure lawLibby says he had forgotten makers the additional troops
· that Cheney had told him. pegged for Iraq will go there
Libby told the grand jury that with sufficient equipment for
·
he was "surprised" to hear the fight.
They said·that a shortage of.
about the CIA employment of
Wilson's wife a month later; atmored vehicles in one phase
from NBC News reporter Tim of operations will be remeRussert. Russert, who will tes- died by July, and troops who
tify for the prosecution once need them will not be
the Libby grand jury tapes are deployed from their complayed in their entirety, says pound in Iraq until the vehihe didn't discuss Wilson's cles are supplied
Sen. John Warner, R-Va.,
wife with Libby.
Up until the conversation pressed Gates on the question
with Russert, Libby had no of what happens if Bush's plan
.recollection of discussing the doesn't work "I have to
CIA employment of Wilson's belieye we're thinking beyond
the Baghdad operation,'' the
, wife, asked Fitzgeridd?
''Yes sir, in that period, I senator said
"It is not the last chance,"
, have no recollection,'' Libby
·replied
Gates replied
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Apple may offer iTunes compatibility
Steve Jobs argues against anti-piracy technology
MICHAEL LIEDTKE
Associated Press

Apple Inc. indicated it
would open its iTunes store to
other portable players besides
its ubiquitous iPod if the
world's major record labels
abandoned the anti-piracy
technology that seni-es as the
industry's security blanket.
Steve Jobs, Apple's chief
executive, made the case for
abolishing the protections
known as "Digital Rights Management," 'o r DRM, in an open
letter posted Tuesday on the
company's Web site.
The
essay,
dubbed
Thoughts on Music, cited the
anti-piracy technology as the
main reason music sold
through iTunes can't be transferred to other portable play-

\

)

ers besides the iPod
If not for the DRM safeguards, Jobs asserted that
Apple would 'be able to create
a more flexible system that
would allow iTunes music to
work on other devices, such as
Microsoft Corp.'s recently
introduced Zune.
Jobs suggested that consumers unhappy with the status quo should urge the
world's four largest labels Universal Music Group, EMI,
Sony BMG Music Entertainment and Warner Music
Group - to sell their online
catalogs without the DRM
restrictions. Those four labels
distribute more than 70 percent of the world's music.
"Convincing them to
license their music to Apple
and others DRM-free will ere-

ate a truly interoperable music
marketplace," Jobs wrote.
·~pple will embrace this
wholeheartedly."
The iTunes' incompatibility with other music players
has drawn fire in Europe,
where Apple's limitations
have been branded anticompetitive. Over the
past eight months, consumer rights and protection groups in Germany,
France, Norway and the
Netherlands have lodged complaints · against Cupertinobased Apple.
Raising a bit of irony in his
dissertation, Jobs noted that
three of the four largest music
labels are owned by European
interests.
Even if iTunes · remains
incompatible with other play-

ers,
Jobs
argued
that most
consumers
can still easily load their
digital music
on just .about
any computing
device that they
desire.
That's
because
most
consumers
already own a
library of CDs
unencumbered by
DRM restrictions or acquire
other music files, either legally
or illegally, that aren't copyright protected.
Based on Apple research
released for the first time
Tuesday, Jobs estimated that
just 22 out of every 1,000 songs·
stored on an !Pod were purchased from iTunes.
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Entertainment

GRAND PRIZE
RAFFLE
Choiceof...
-13 Day Trip for 2toAlaska
-2007 GMC CanyonPick-up
-2007 PontiacSunfKeCoupe
-$12,500.00 CASH

local singers,
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teen bands.
idol competition

Auctions
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UNLIMITED RIDE PASSES AVAILABLE

Official:
Trapped
students
not that
common
In the case of the elevators
in the new garage, those that
are under a year old are still
under warranty from the manufacturer,
said
Wanda
Daberko, superintendent of
maintenance for the UCF
Physical Plant. The plant manages the repairs of the elevators but contracts out the
actual work to a private company.
"Occasionally we get calls
where someone is in the elevators," Daberko said. "It's not
like an everyday thing.''
Daberko said the plant
doesn't keep track of how
often the breakdowns happen
since the repairs aren't done
through the school. She did
say, however, that response
time for maintenance has gotten better since the hiring of a .
full-time worker a year ago.
The cost for the new contract may be higher, but she
said it's worth it.
"Before, the only time they
would respond immediately is
if they [people] were trapped,"
Daberko said. "Now, we have
someone here full time to
respond to wherever the problem is. It's definitely worth the
money."
Eveh with staff on hand, the
idea of riding up and down on
UCF's elevators still leaves
some students and faculty
wanting to take the stairs.
In Colburn Hall, the state of
the elevators was somewhat of
a running joke amongst the
faculty who would walk pa$t
the elevators on their way to
the stairwell.
"I know a lot of people had
been trapped in it," said Don
Stap, a professor in the English
department. "I don't trust it. I
always take the stairs."
In fact, the Future reported
two years ago that Kathryn
Seidel, an English professor,
who was pregnant at the time,
was forced to jump out of the
elevator when she was
trapped between floors.
The elevator . stopped
·between the fourth and fifth ·
floors, about nine feet above
the floor below, with the door
open. Seidel jumped into the
arms of another English professor.
The issue of the elevators
in Colburn Hall was fixed last
year when they were renovated, Daberko said.
"Those were cleaned
inside and out," Daberko said.
All elevators on campus 1are
also inspected once a year.
They are expected to last 20
years, according to the 2005
Campus Master Plan.
For the students and faculty who use the elevators, it's a
comforting thought.
·~t least ·we don't ha.ve to
stomp anymore to get the
doors open," said Robert Bledsoe, political science professor
emeritus, who has had his
office , in Colburn Hall for
IJ?:Ore than 20 year.~ "For those
who do get stuck, that's life.''
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Friendly-fire tape
Muvie-making might benefit Orlando
shows fatal mistake
FROM Al

PAISLEY DODDS
Associated Press

LONDON - A leaked
cockpit video published Tuesday captures a dramatic
exchange between two American pilots whose voices choke
up when they learn they have
killed a British soldier in a 2003
friendly-fire incident in Iraq.
''I'm going to be sick. We're in
jail, dude," one pilot says.
Despite British requests, the
Pentagon had refused to
release the video to the family
of Lance CpL _Matty Hull, who
died when U.S. jets fired on his
convoy in the southern city of
Basra. But after excerpts of the
video were published in The
Sun newspaper, and the
footage was widely broadcast,
U.S. authorities agreed to
release it for the British
inquest.
Neither pilot from the
Boise, Idaho-based 190th Fighter Squadron was disciplined in
the U.S. military's ·own investigation, which concluded the
pilots "followed the procedures and processes for engaging
targets,"
Pentagon
spokesman Bryan Whitman
said Tuesday.
The leaking of the tape
strained relations between the
Department of Defense and
their British counterparts, who
were previously given a DVD
of the classified video.
The dramatic cockpit video
and recording begins with two
pilots identifying a target and
checking with ground control
.that there are no coalition
troops in the area - to which
ground control says, "That is
an affum. You are well clear of
friendlies," according to the
transcript released by The Sun.
Tempers flare between the
two pilots, with one saying it
looks like the prospective targets are carrying orange rockets. Coalition troops are often
equipped with bright orange
markers to identify them as
friendly forces~
"I know what you're talking
about!" the first pilot says, after
asking about the alleged rockets.
"OK, well they got orange
rockets on them," the second
pilot says.
"Orange rockets?" the first
pilot asks again, telling the
other pilot they need to get
back to base soon.
"I think killing these damn
rocket launchers, it would be
great," the second pilot says.
The two U.S. A-10 jets
opened fire on Hull's tank,
which was part of a five-vehicle

PRUCE ADAMS I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Aundated photo of British lance Cpl. of
Horse Matty Hull is shown here. Hull died in
2003 when his convoy in Iraq was
mistakenly fired upon by American pilots.

convoy engaged in combat outside Basra on March 28, 2003.
Four other soldiers were
wounded, including the convoy's leader, Capt. Alexander
MacEwen.
Gunfire is heard. Minutes
later they learn there are
friendly forces in the area and
that one person is dead and
another is wounded
Pilot 1: "I'm going to be sick."
Pilot 2: '~ f--."
Pilot 1: "Did you hear?"
Pilot 2: "Yeah, this sucks."
Pilot 1: ''We're in jail, dude."
The pilots communicate
with ground control· again.
"They did say there were no
friendlies," the first pilot says.
''Yeah, I know that thing
with the orange panels is going
to screw us. They look like
orange rockets on top,'' the second pilot says.
·
The first pilot then asks if
his tape is still on. Seconds
later, there is silence.
A publicly releasable version of the U.S. investigation
report - which found the
pilots followed procedures and
practices for engaging targets
- was glven to the British
Defense Ministry in November
2003, said Lt. Col Teresa Connor, a spokeswoman at U.S.
Central Command headquarters.
On Tuesday, after the leaking of the tape, Connor said
Central Command authorized
Britain to display the video to
the coroner and family in the
presence of the Defense Ministry. It is up to the ministry to
decide whether and when to
do so, she said.
The U.S. military has no
plan to release the names of the
pilot or their unit, Connor said

·Action against national
office also recomended
FROM Al

MacKown stated at the
beginning of the letter that after
reviewing the recommendations of the hearing administrator, they were ultimately
changed to "more accurately
reflect consistency in our sanctioning standard." It wasn't
clear from public records made
available to the Future whether
the original recommendation
was made more severe or less
severe.
''We're not denying that the
sanctions were substantial,"
Chase said. "We're just concerned about the lack of victims' rights here."
In addition to the three-year
suspension, the office is recommending action be taken by the
Sigma Phi Epsilon National
Office. Sig Ep will be on a one. year restrictive probation when
or if they return in spring 2010,
which will require that all mix-

ers, socials and events be completely alcohol free, and a local
advisor must be present at all
rituals, activities and meetings.
The three-year suspension
comes less than two weeks
after two Florida State University Sig Ep brothers were
arrested after more than 30
pledges were found in the
crawl space of an off-campus
house. Those pledges were
fotind shivering in 30-degree
weather, their bodies covered
with welts and a mixture of raw
eggs, catfish-stink bait, flour
and vinegar.
The FSU chapter has also
been closed
Also, two Florida A&M students became the first people
in Florida to be convicted
under the new anti-hazing
laws, which make hazing a
felony.
No criminal charges have
been filed in the UCF Sig Ep
case.

will be during Spring Break.
to
According
MovieWeb.com Sydney White
is a comedy that centers on a
"..;college freshman as she
pledges her late mother's once
dignified sorority."
First know by its working
title Sydney White and the
Seven Dorks, the movie is, ''A
modern retelling of Snow
White set against students in
their freshman year of college
in the Greek system," according to the Internet Movie Database. She finds a new home
with . seven outcasts and
attempts to change the makeup
of the school.
Many people involved in the
movie, along with students, say
it's a positive venture for Orlando and UCF.
''.Arts definitely need to be
brought out more at UCF,'' senior theatre major Dominique
Blanchard. said. "Titls is Orlando, mecca of entertainment we need to be exposed"
Blanchard has been acting,
modeling and dancing since
the age of 2, so this wouldn't be
her first time on camera. She's
been in commercials for UCF
and Disney and starred in two
independent films submitted
to Black Entertainment Television.
Justin Irwin, an acting
major, hopes to play the role of
"Danny the Tranny." He isn't
shy of the spotlight either.
"It excites the hell out of me
because it gives me a chance to
work while I'm in school,'' he
said
Irwm is currently working

shown in the movie.
Carl Henderson, a manag
ment information systems junior, signed up to be in the
movie. "I want to explore my
options as an 'actor without
moving to LA Orlando's a big
place, and it's right iri my backyard," Henderson said
""'
Nick Wilkinson, a 20-yearold business major, was also
excited about the movie
prospect.
"It's exciting that you don't
have to go all the way out to
Hollywood to be in a movie,'' •
Wtlkinson said.
Moreno's company, Background Entertainment, has
been around for almost two
years and was started with Jen- •
nifer Conrader. Both said they
are excited to have the movie
filmed in Central Florida.
According to Conrader,
Monster, starring Charlize •
Theron, was filmed here five
years ago, but nothing with a . ,
major budget has been !!!hot in
Orlando since.
"It'.s great to have features
coming back here to renew the
area,'' Conrader said
The extras in the movie will
get to work with the stars.
''Amanda Bynes will be the
main attraction, but they'll be
interacting with her," Moreno. '
said
"It's fun; it's a good movie •
BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
and a good experience for stuTop: Students talk to a table of directors about what they can bring to the movie. Above:
dents."
Alumna Claudia lucar poses for a head shot at Friday's casting call.
Background Entertainment
on another film and wants to student's major doesn't affect is also recruiting extras for.
get his Screen Actors Guild casting eligibility. It is looking Bring It On 4, a film beginning
card, which guarantees SAG for people to play roles like stu- . production soon.
pay rates and a membership to dent body president, people in
The movie will star Sara
the gym, fraternity boys· and Paxton, Matt Long and JeremY,
the guild
Background. Entertainment even a guy in a towel Even the Howard and will be released in
isn't just casting extras, and a . UCF marching band will be 2008.

Officials say students won't pay for the change
FROM Al

fat results from the process of
hydrogenation, where manufacturers add hydrogen to vegetable oil to enhance flavor.
The FDA says consuming trans
fat, along with saturated fat and
dietary
cholesterol,
can
-increase the risk of coronary
heart disease.
Initially, trans fats were considered a healthy alternative to
animal fats. But researchers
discovered in the early 1990s
that the consumption of trans
fat is a double-whammy to your
health. It both increases your
bad cholestetol, LDL cholesteroi and decreases your good
. cholesterol, HDL cholesterol,
both of which increase the risk
of a heart attack.
In
recent
months,
researchers worked with Aramark, which supplies food and
services to about 500 campuses
across the country, including
eight in Florida, to develop
healthier preparation alternatives while maintaining its current menus.

The research ultimately led
Aramark to request that all of
its college clients use a nonhydrogenafed corn and sunflower oil with zero trans fat which FDA defines at 0.5 grams
or less per serving - by March.
UCF implemented the change
within two weeks of the
announcement.
According to Marvin Grand,
general manager of UCF Dining Services, the new oil will
not change the taste of the Marketplace's food
"The product has been welltested and well-received and
does not alter any of the taste
profiles of the food, which I
think is the most important
thing,'' he said "It's not going to
be a significant impact in taste;
it will just reduce one area that
had exposure to trans fat."
. ''We are continuously doing
research and taste-testing to
identify items that help us
reduce [fats] but try and maintain that taste that people will
like," said Leanne Scott- Brown,
public relations manager for
Aramark.

'Additionally, Grand said to me,'' Callin said
Marketplace taste-tests have
While · seeking ways to •
concluded that the food tastes improve the health content of
the Marketplace's menu, the ·
the same.
''We had people that tasted thought of eliminating fried
french fries cooked in one oil foods from the lineup was •
versus cooked in the [new] oil, never a question, according to
and they could not tell a differ- Grand
ence," he said
''What we try to do is to
Students dining at the Mar- offer a balance of foods," Grand,, ·•
ketplace also said they could said "There are many people
not tell a difference.
who, regardless ofwhat healthy .,
"I .was not aware of the food we have out there, choose
switch," said David BuJlock, a · to go over to the grilled side...I •
freshman studying business- think it would be unfair to elimfinance, who eats at the Mar- inate certain foods."
Although the switch to the •
ketplace about once a week.
"I'm happy about it. I do eat new oil means higher supply
enough fries, so I'd·like for it to costs, both Grand and Scott
be healthier."
Brown said students will not
<
"I only eat at the grill once pay the price.
or twice a week," said Scott . "The oil is more expensive
Callin, a freshman business for Aram:uk to purchase but
major. "I can't tell a difference." [the cost] won't be passed on to
Students said . the news consumers," Brown said
' •1
would not change their eating
Nutrition tips are available
for students at www.ucfdinhabits.
"Maybe I'll have a couple ing.com. Grand said Aramark is <>
more fries, that's about it,'' developing a program to profreshman Alyssa Rousis said
vide nutrition facts for individ"I'm not a picky eater, so it .ual items served at the Marketdoesn't really make a difference place.
"'
I

.THE Bl66ESTCOMIC BOOK, SCI-I/,
lllNTJISY, JIN/ME, 6JIMIN6 & MUlTI·
MEDiii WENTIN THE SOUTHEllST!.
C.Oldett, Silver Age &- New Cotttics
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Movie &- Screettittg Roottts
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MEDIA GUESTS
MARY MCDONNELL· JAMIE BAMBER· KEVIN SORBO
EFREN RAMIREZ· NOEL NEILL· MARGOT KIDDER
VOLTAIRE· VIRGINIA HEY· DAVID HEDISON ·LOU FERRIGNO"
JUNE LOCKHART· BOB MAY· MARK GODDARD
GIGI EDGLEY· DAVID FRANKLIN• WAYNE PYGRAM
BRIAN DOWNEY· XENIA SEEBERG ·MICHAEL McMANUS
VIC MIGNOGNA• LEX LANG· SANDY FOX· VIRGIL

GUEST COMICS ARTISTS
Adam Kubert, Phil Noto, JG Jones, Steve McNiven
David Finch, Darwyn Cooke, George Perez, Stan Sakai
Greg Horn, Jimmy Cheunq, Adam Hughes
Ethan Van Seiver, Jimmy Palm10tti, AfT!anda Conner

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR LOTS MORE SPECIAL GUESTS!

, Sigma Phi Epsilon members gather to pray for the~.
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Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attroneys about legal
matters and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all
stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following:

~

II II I

• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements
in the community.
·Consumer problems confronting individual students.
• Traffice cases
• Criminal law
• Uncontested dissolution of marriage
·Bankruptcy

CALL NOW!

407-382-6122
Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S.
316 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 701
(In front of Home De
r -- ------- ---~

! FIRST VISIT !
IS FREE!* !
L------- ----J
------------...,
! FREE PIZZA!* !

Earn the part-time m aster's degree th at combines a

I

Georgetown University learning experience with the

...

opportunity to gain experience through an in d ustry

l__,~~~~!;~;~~ _J

sponsored capswne project. Gain the confidence and
credibility you need to advance your career.

1never thought a perfect smile could
change my lifeu. But after Dr. Arias
transformed my smile, I hav~ more
confidence in myself than ever before!
- Janna Robinson

,, ,~ o't "$ " ' '\e1 ~:;

11

v1srr.. CPD.GEORGETOWN.EDU/MPS
OR CALL (20~)

11

687-9100.

*nor valid with other offers
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Knights beat (.
Tulsa to end
four-game·
losing streak '

TEAM QUICK TAKE
Home sweet home:

(.

The six of the Golden Knights' (7-16
overall, 2-8 in Conference USA)
seven wins have come at
home, leading to a 6-5 record
at the UCF Arena.

NATHAN CURTIS

Season's end:

"

Staff Writer

The Knights have six games
remaining, four of them at ·
home, before the Conference
USA Championship starts on
March 1. The Knights currently
sit in 11th place in C-USA.

The UCF Women's Basketball team returned home on '
Sunday and met the Tulsa
Golden Hurricane with an
offensive storm of its own.
<>
The Golden Knights, who
trailed at half time, would not
be denied in this one and beat
Tulsa 75-69 at the UCF Arena. f
Making the biggest noise for
the Knights was guard Francine
Houston. On a team that has
been plagued for the better ofc
the season by a low-scoring
offense, Houston had a
career best 34 points and
even managed fo set a ._
school offensive record.
Houston had eight 3pointers in the game, the,
most in school history.
''We're tired of losing
by 30 or 40 points,''
Houston said "It's all<
about respect."
The Knights (7-16
overall. 2-8 in Conference USA) com-'
manded. respect on
Sunday afternoon
by having one o(
their best offensive ·
games of the season. It was only the
third time that UCF•
has scored more
than 70 points. The
75 points was 19 more
than their season average<
and 28 more points than the 47
they had in the loss against
SMU.
<'
With six games remaining
on the schedule and four of
them at home, UCF head coach
Gail Striegler said that the sea-'
son isn't over just yet
"We have to get the home
wins and split on the road,''
Striegler said ''We get two or'
three more home wins and
we're right in the thick of the
conference."
,
Also coming up big for the
Knights was Keunta Miles, the

Senior guards Francine
Houston (left) and Celeste
Hudson (right) celebrate after
their 75-69 win over the Tulsa
Golden Hurricane on Sunday
at the UCF Arena. Houston
led the Knights with 34
points in 38 minutes of
play. She also broke the
school record of3pointers in a game by
sinking eight. The
previous record was
seven. Sunday was
also memorable for
Hudson as she was
honored after the
game for scoring her
1,000th point on
Jan. 28. Hudson led
the Knights on
Sunday with
nine assists
while also
adding seven
points and
four
rebounds.
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UCF falls 6·1
to Princeton
After a 4-3 win over 51st ranked
Penn on Friday, the UCF Men's Tennis
team took to the courts Sunday to face
another Ivy League opponent in
Princeton.
Unfortunately for the Knights, they
didn't fare as well, losing 6-1 to the
Tigers.
The loss dropped the Knights'
record to 2-2 on the year.
UCF's only win came at the No. 4
Spot when freshman Johan Beigart
defeated Charlie Brosens, 6-3, 4-6, 6-2.
Coming up just shy of a victory was
senior Ener Gursoy who lost at the No.
3 spot to Alex Krueger-Wyman 6-4, 67, ll-9.
In doubles action Sunday, Beigart
and junior teammate Sinan Sudas
defeated Princeton's Alex KruegerWyman and Sratha Saengsuwarn 8-6
at the No. 1 spot.
UCF will play its next ~ight matches at home.
The road stand Will begin Friday as
they are set to take on Georgia Southern at 2 p.m. at the UCF Tennis Complex. I
.L.

•

UCF 9 I FIU 3

UCF beats FIU to go 1-1 in series
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

With renewed confidence and a
more aggressive approach at the
plate, UCF sophomore first basemen
Kiko Vazquez looks like the run producer the Knights will need him to be
this season.
Vazquez hit three singles and
drove in three runs in the Knights' 93 victory over the Florida International Golden Panthers on.Sunday.
The Knights (1-1) put some real
distance between them and the Panthers (1-1) with a four-run third
inning.
Ali'eady ahead 1-0, UCF started off
the inning with an infield single from
junior outfielder Ryan Richardson.
After sophomore designated hitter
Brandon Romans was hit by a pitch
on the arm, Richardson stole third.
He later scored on a wild pitch by
junior Chris Allen.
Vazquez followed with a line drive
to center, scoring Romans. After
walking freshman third baseman
"i
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Sophomore Kiko Vazquez bats against FIU in the Knights' 5-3 loss to the Golden Panthers on Saturday.

Chris Duffy, Allen's afternoon came
to an end He was unable·to retire a
batter in the third
But the new pitcher, senior Chris
Siebenaler, did not fare much better.

The first hitter he faced, sophomore
catcher Steve Stropp, doubled to the
left field wall, scoring Vazquez.
PLEASE SEE

STROPP ON A9 .
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MIAMI 113 I CHARLOTTE 93

· Wade, O'Neal dominate in Heat victory over the Bobcats
MIAMI - Shaquille O'Neal's Kapono's 3-pointer capped the
improved play is leading the run with 2:58 remaining.
Miami Heat to one of their bet- ·
"We have a full complement;
ter stretches of the season.
before, we didn't have Shaquille
O'Neal had his best scoring back," Heat interim coach Ron
performance since returning Rothstein said. "It is good for
from knee surgery and Dwyane our mental health.
Wade scored 27 points as the
"He worked hard to get low
Heat won their fourth straight position. When he gets the ball
with a ll3-93 victory over the with a guy on his back on the
Charlotte Bobcats on Monday block, teams have to make a
night.
decision. He is a good passer out
"I'm just getting back on of the double teams and traps.''
track, the guys are looking out
The Bobcats cut a 17-point
for me to produce," O'Neal said deficit to 96-87 on Raymond
"I'm trying to get back into the Felton's 3-pointer with 5:49
flow of things. The more min- remaining in the game, but
utes I play, the more banging I Miami answered with 10
do, I'll get into it."
straight points over a 2:29 span
O'Neal, who missed 32 to secure the victory.
games, hit his first four shots
Wade also finished with 12
and scored 19 first-half points on assists for his 15th double-dou9-of-10 shooting. He finished ble of the season:
with 22 points and was one of
"We're more healthy now,
six players in double figures.
we're getting guys back and that
"He looks to me like he's gives us a deeper team," Wade
back," Bobcats forward Emeka said
Okafor said
Still, the Heat played without
Miami never trailed after point guard Gary Payton, susgoing on a 20-7 spurt to open a pended by the ~eague following
28-15 first-quarter lead. Jason his ejection for arguing with

•

•

officials during Saturday's win 8:46 left.
at Milwaukee.
The Heat shot 68 percent
Rookie Chris Qµinn, who from the field in the first two
made his first career start in quarters, the best for any half
place of the injured Jason this season.
Williams and Payton, finished
"He's played 14 years already,
with 14 points and five assists.
but I don't think he's lost a step,''
"I think any time you get Bobcats center Jake Voskuhl
thrown into that situation you said. "He doesq.'t fly ·up and
get a little nervous, but once down the court as much but I
you're out on the court, it's just think that's just part ofhim combasketball," Quinn said. "The ing back from being out so
only thing you can do is com- long."
pete and play as hard as you
Charlotte, which trailed 65-47
can."
at halftime, reduced Miami's
"It went great because we got lead to 67-54 on Matt Carroll's
a win. I think that's the most two free throws with 10:20
important thing."
remaining in the third quarter.
But the Heat responded with
Felton scored 20 points, and
Okafor and Gerald Wallace each a 10-1 run in the next 2:29 as
Kapono and James Posey each
scored 19 for the Bobcats.
''Number one, you cannot go 1hit 3-pointers and Wade added
on the road and fall behind a two field goals for a 77-55 lead
team with two players the cal"It was one of those games,''
iber ofWade and Shaq," Bobcats Okafor said
coach Bernie Bickerstaff 6aid.
"They got on a roll, jumped
"He and Wade really play well on us early and we spent the
off each other.''
whole game trying to fight
Early in the second, O'Neal back.''
made three field goals as Miami
increased its lead to 43-24 with
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Heat guard Dwyane Wade scores in Miami's 113-93victory over the Charlotte Bobcats on
Monday. Wade led the Heat with 27 points and 12 assists in 39 minutes of play.

Strapp, Vazque.z combine for six Houston breaks school record
hits, four RBI in victory over FIU. in conferen·ce win over Tulsa
FROM
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The Knights scored their
last run of the inning when
sophomore outfielder Ryan
Williams hit a chopper to third
baseman Bryan Pullin. Pullin
threw home as Sfropp left third
base on contact. Even though
the ball beat Stropp to the plate
by 20 feet, he knocked the ball
loose from senior catcher Luis
Bautista, allowing the Knights
togoup5-0.
The Panthers got on the
board with a run in the top of
the fourth, but Vazquez added
two more for the Knights in the
bottom of the inning. With the
bases loaded and one out,
Vazquez hit another ball up the
middle, driving in junior outfielder Tyson Auer and junior
second baseman Dwayne Bailey, .giving, the Knights a 7-1
lead
Vazquez played the role of
cleanup hitter perfectly on
Sunday. He has a lot of power
in his 240-pound frame, but
really struggled with the bat
over the final month of last season. He ended with a .247 batting average and just 21 RBI.
This summer, UCF hitting
coach Bryan Peters helped
Vazquez change his swing and
become a more aggressive hitter. The result was a .342 average in the Florida Collegiate
Summer League.
Vazquez says he is more ·
confident at the plate than last
year and head coach Jay
Bergman has noticed
"I think he has matured,
grown up and I think that's just
part of his process," Bergman
said "He's got power and if he
just stays within himself and
concentrates on hitting the ball
to right field and up the middle,
he's going to be a high-average
hitter."
On Sunday, all three of
Vazquez's hits went to center
field
The Knights added a run in
the sixth and eighth innings,
but such an easy victory did
not seem likely when senior
pitcher Brian Brooks worked
himself into a big jam in the
first inning.
Brooks, making his fourth
career start for UCF, did not
have very good control of his
pitches early as he walked
Pullin, the second batter of the
game. Junior outfielder James
Mcowen followed with a double to put runners on second
and third with just one out.
That forced pitching coach
Craig Cozart to make a quick
visit to the mound

BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Kyle Sweat pitches in Saturday's 5-3 loss to the FIU Golden Panthers. Sweat gave
up three runs off of six hits, while striking out one in 5.1 innings of work for the Knights.

"I felt like it was very, very
important to get out of that first
inning with no damage done,"
Cozart said, "to give our
offense a chance to get their
feet underneath them.
"I just had to go out there.
and say, 'Hey, this is very similar to the situation [Saturday]
when we had bases loaded.
You've got to get this done
without any damage and we'll
be good shape for the rest of
the game."'
Brooks followed that order
and got a grotind out and a pop
out from the next two Panthers
to end the threat.
Brooks pitched 3.1 innings of
solid ball, giving up just one
run and three hits. But a high
pitch count led to his early exit.
Sophomore pitcher Eric
English was credited with the
win with 3.1 innings out of the
bullpen. He also gave up one
run on three hits.
Allen got the loss for the
Panthers. Allen and Siebenaler
combined to give up nine hits
and six earned runs in their
four innings of work.
The Knights pounded otit 14
hits on the day, three each from
Auer, Vazquez and Stropp. The
top four hitters in nCF's lineup
combined to go 9-for-17.
"I think you saw more of
what our team really is today
..." Bergman said "Today, we
got at least half of our hits to
the opposite side, and I think
that's the kind of team that we
are."
..The Knights' next series will
be a three game set againSt the

~--~~

On Sunday:
Vazquez went 3-5 at
the plate with 3RBI
and one run scored
in the Knights'win.

TCU Homed Frogs. The Frogs,
who are ranked No. 24 in the
J3aseball AmeriCa poll, have
been picked by Mountain West
Conference coaches to repeat
as MWC champions.
The series will start on Friday night, when the Knights'
offense will face a huge challenge against junior pitcher
Jake Arrieta
Arrieta has been named a
preseason All-American· by
three different publications
and is on two watch lists for
National Player of the Year
accolades.
Last season, Arrieta tied for
the lead in Division I baseball
with 14 Wins. He struck out Ill
batters in Ill innings and only
walked 37. In the summer, Arrieta earned a spot on the Team
USA Roster. He made six starts
and finished with a 4-0 record
In 35 innings pitched, Arrieta
posted a miniscule 0.27 ERA
UCF and TCU will start
. their series on Friday night at
Jay Bergman field First pitch is
scheduled for 6:30 p.m.. Saturday's game will also begin at
6:30 p.m., and Sunday's contest
will start at 1 p.m.
·
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second-highest scorer on the
team. She had 12 points and
six rebounds, and she also
made the first three field
goals for UCF, setting an early
tone.
. In fact, UCFs fast start was
one reason why the Knights
won this game. They only
missed once in their first six
shots and had 10 points in the
first five minutes.
"Anytime you can get
some easy baskets at the
beginning then your confidence is going to rise,"
Striegler said
UCF just simply plays better at home. The Knights only
have one win on the road In
Thursday's loss to SMU, UCF
had 18 points in the first half.
They had that in Sunday's
game with 10 minutes left in
the first half and went into the

Position:
Guard
Key Play:
Houston broke the
school record with
eight 3-pointers in
Sunday'swin.

would not be enough. Tulsa lost
this game because UCF did
things right that they don't nornlally do.
The Knights' 46 field-goal
percentage was their best of the
season. They had eight threepointers, all from Houston, and
JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
made 17 free throws. In fact, with
Celeste Hudson celebrates with head coach
20 seconds left on the clock, it
Gail Striegler after being honored Sunday for
scoring her 1,000th point on Jan. 28.
was free throws that made a
three-point lead a six-point lead
the team has to believe in their and put the game out ofthe reach
th
heart that it all starts wi prac- of Tulsa.
tice."
Now the Knights can look
locker room at halftime with
Sunday's game was a back ancf ahead to Friday's match up with
35.
forth battle between C-USA Houston (7-13 overall, 4-6 C"I think being home has a rivals that saw nine ties and 12 USA). The good news is that
lot to do with how we play," lead changes.
there is no reason why the recent
Miles said. "Everyone was
Tulsa ( 8 _14 overall, 3-7 C- offensive burst has to end The
real comfortable on the floor.'' USA) had biu production from Cougars have the second-worst
With one minute left on
-o
Jillian Robbins with 32 points defense in the conference. Housthe clock, and a ~ne-point and Jamie Dreiling with 10. The ton's defense gives up an average
lead, Houston nailed her · Golden Hurricane had 44 of 72 points a game, second only
eighth and final 3-pointer of rebounds in the game, 13 more· to Memphis' 78.
the night.
than UCF, and had a four-point
Game time is Friday at 7 p.m.
When Tulsa brought the lead at half time. However, it at the UCF Arena
ball down the court to try and
get back in the game, they
were :i;net with an intensified
Miles, who blocked the Golden Hurricane's shot.
In order for the team to
keep winning, though, they're
going to have to get some
additional help from someone other than Houston or
Miles, Striegler said
"Our team does go as they
go," Striegler said. "But we
have to have someone else get
in double digits every night."
That might be a little difficult. The last time UCF had
three players in double digit
scoring was four games ago iri.
the Jan. 20 home loss to
Southern Miss. In fact, in the
three games between the
Southern Miss loss and the
win Sunday afternoon, there
UCF ID
were two games where the
Knights didn't have a single
player in double digits, let
alone three.
The team is well aware of
Mon. -Sot. 9om -2om, Sun. 9om - lom
its offensive struggles of late
and says it all comes down to
how they prepare before the
game to determine if they can
5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr. ·
repeat Sunday's results.
1112Miles South of 1-4
"It all starts in practice,"
Houston said. "Everyone on·

* Over 35,000 Adult Toys &Lingerie
* Bachelor and Bachelore'tte Gifts
* Show
and
get 20%off EVERYTHING!

www.PremierAdult.com
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UCF Athletics This Weekend!!!
Students Get in Free With UCF ID.

UCF BASEBALL VS. TCU
FRIDAY, FEB 9TH AT 6:30 PM
SATURDAY, FEB 1 OTH AT 6:30 PM
SUNDAY, FEB 11TH AT 1 :00 PM
JAY BERGMAN FIELD

UCF GOLDEN KNIGHTS BASKETBALL
WOMEN VS. HOUSTON, FRI. 7:00 PM
MEN VS. MARSHALL, SAT. NOON
WOMEN VS. RICE, SUN. 2:00 PM
UCFARENA
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Bringin' the Payne to Greenville, N.C.

UCF~SmartCard

Accepted Here·
Dean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd,

•

~· VALID WITH COUPON

5,

01.V ORDERS OF
10 & 25 PIECE WINGS

29JI Pl'ice Is Per Wing

•so.

~

I
J..

EXPIRES 3/10/07 015-227/228/229
NOT VALID WITH ANY COUPON,
a
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL.
Mention coupon when ordering.
Present at Ume of purd1ase.

(407) 673-8888

Oviedo

·'·'.

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365-1999

Waterford lakes

12240 lake Unde,hil! Rd.

EXPIRES 3/10/07 015-650
NOT VALID WITH ANY COUPON,
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL
Mention coupon when ordering.
Present at time of purchase.

·-·-·-·

(407) 384-1221
a

OPEN DAILY AT 1 lAM
FOR DELIVERY!

.J

East Orlando s Newest Family Fun Center!
1

,f

*Weekly Specials

J MondayMadness-6pm-8pm

Unlimited Laser Tag s14.99

!: ·

' 4 Two-for-Tuesday-10am to 2pm Buy One Playground entry
and get the 2nd entry for free!

'I
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Senior forward Lavell Payne blocks Memphis' Robert Dozier in UCF's 87-65 loss on Jan. 31. The Knights responded three days later, led
by Payne's 20 points and 10 rebounds, with a 63-53 win over Tulsa. UCF will face the East Carolina Pirates in Greenville, N.C., tonight.
The Pirates are winless in Conference USA play and 5-16 overall and have the worst offense in the conference, averaging 60.5 points.

J .· ·
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Wacky W~dnesday-All DAY

5 3.99

each Las.er Tag game

, & s4_ 99 each Playground entry
See store for details.
Offers can not be combined with coupons.

.
r

'*'~ Buy 2Games of Laser Tag !,~
w::
and getthe

·

':
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,. •.

Game FREE!

or

?~

~-.

1

i s1 OFF Playground entry ~
..•

!

Muslpresent couponattimeofpurdla~.

Umilonep<r

al!tomer. Not vafid with any otner often.
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"Applied Learning"
We could tell you all about our graduate business programs,
but we prefer to let our students do the talking.

Gambling often starts out as fun - a bet
among friends. But, sorr'.te people find it hard
to stop gambling, even when the fun is over.
Most people can gamble with no problem, but
others have serious financial, emotional,
physical, and sometimes legal consequences.
If you or someone you know has a gambling
problem, contact the
Florida Council on Compulsive Gambling:

888 - ADMIT - IT
Completely Confidential

. •. .
..
.
.
.
: . , .........•.
•••

"I have had the opportunity to pursue an MBA while being involved with Delta Sigma Pi, .
ROTC, the Leadership Coaching Program, and NSHMBA. While in ROTC, I was granted a
· summer internship at the Pentagon. As a member of Delta Sigma Pi, I was one of eight
brothers selected to represent their universities at LeaderShape, a national leadership
seminar. My Leadership Coach and I discussed career goals,
tips for interviewing for executive-level positions, and
other important considerations. I believe the University
of Tampa provides valuable applied learning methods
to supplement cla~sroom instruction. "
Dennis G. Vera, MBA '06
Management Concentration
Account Manager, Capital One Auto Finance

<

MBA/MS·Business Programs

Into Session

Thurs., Feb 8, 5:30 - 7p.m.
Vaughn Center Board Room 9th Floor

Graduate Business Programs ·
• MBA: Part-time, Full-time and Saturday
• MS in Accounting
• MS in Finance
• MS in Innovation Management
• MS in Marketing
•Accredited by AACSB International
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TAMPA
SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
I
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JOHN H. SYKES

COLLEGE

--Of--

John H. Sykes College
of Business • 401 W. Kennedy Blvd.•
Tampa, FL 33606-1490
,,
'(!

BUSINESS
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OUR STANCE
A UCF ELEVATOR? NO
THANKS. THOSE
THINGS ARE MEANT TO
WEED OUT THE SICK
AND ELDERLY. OH, AND
FRESHMEN.

Open forum only
adds to questions
T

here are questions to be
on UCF, only it, USF and Florida
asked after the layout of
are in the top 10 in the nation in
the open forum held on ·
enrollment, and only UF is
Thursday, Feb. 1. Specifically in - among the nation's top schools
regard to the fact that President
when annual ranking systems
Hitt went downtown less than
are released
• 24 hours later to deliver a "State
Hitt also asked the crowd of
of the University'' address.
close to ~00 to "stretch your
There are also questions to
imagination just a bit further and
be asked from topics brought to
envision another addition to our
light at the open forum and
campus - a performing arts
President Hitt's address, specifi- center."
cally a restructuring of the mulIt isn't fair to the student
, . tiple-term
registration system. as body to make these predictions,
well as Hitt's hinting at a perno matter how far reaching, the
forming arts center being built.
day after holding an open forum.
The timing of Thursday's
If there was a forum scheduled
open forum is a little odd, confor the near future, in which stusidering the address the next day dents could ask questi9ns about
included some big PQints of
this, fine. But there isn't.
interest.
The second big issue was
First, Hitt pointed out th3.t
mentioned on Thursday, when
while the school did have nearly Provost Terry Hickey answered
47,000 students for the Fall 2006 a question asked by SGA Seil.
semester, the average SAT score Stephen Mortellaro about
for the incoming freshmen class
changing multiple-term registrawas 1201. Hitt said it was "not
tion.
quantity but quality that matHickey said that beginning in
ters."
.
the spring term of 2008, only
He also said that ¢.e quality
students with a cumulative GPA
of a school can be judged by the
of 3.5 or higher and members of
n\:tmber of graduate students,
specific on-campus organizar
and UCF ranks 29th in the
tions will have access to multination in the category.
ple-term registration.
To us, this seems like a dig at
Students with low GPAs,
the recent state-funded study by Hickey said, are bogging down
the Pappas Consulting Group,
the system, one that UCF creatwhich essentially took a dig at
ed and are now changing after
the state university system for
advising said to get rid of it comhaving so many students yet not pletely. Apparently, a 3.4 GPA is
ranking among the nation's best. now con.Sidered "low."
While it wasn't a direct lrnock
To be blunt, we feel this an

absolute joke, and worse off, a
contradiction of Hitt's statement
that would come on Friday. ·
The school can not be growing in quality, be among the top
10 in the nation in enrollment
and still feel there are so many
low GPAs bogging the multipleterm registration system down.
If that is the case, why not
just kick these people with "low
GPAs" out of the university?
That way, everyone can have
multiple-term registration and
the university will improve in
quality. Everyone wins! ·
We don't tiilderstand how
Hickey and Hitt can be on the
same page, yet say these things.
If the school truly isn't too big
for its own good, which Hitt
adamantly claims, then why are
they now offering SPC 1600, a
general education speech class,
through a web-only course?
That shows how the school is
cheating its undergraduates with
this new multiple-term registration system. They can't even get
on the same page for a pre-reqUisite course, yet they expect
students to be on the same playing field in terms of GPA
throughout their time as undergraduates.
.
We hope you, the student
body, demand another open
forum from Hitt and Hickey and
let them lrnow that they can not
make predictions or major
changeswithoutbeingtakento
task.

Congress·damaged
byp
·. unity
T

here are times when even
us jaded journalists can
be stunned Ironic
detachment is taught in every
journalism class. We're never
supposed to be surprised, outraged or otherwise emotionally
invested We lrnow the political
games and motivations; we
chuckle as the politicians dissemble to the voters. As referees,
impartial to the last whistle,
we're n<;>t supposed to cry out,
"you've got to be kidding me!"
But what took place in the
Senate Monday night sent our
collective jaws crashing to the
ground Forty-nine senators
voted against invoking cloture 60 votes are needed to end a filibuster - preventing a vote on a
non-binding, ie., ~onsequence
free resolution opposing the
president's troop-surge plan.
Among th~ 49·who voted to
maintain the filibuster were
media-maverick Sen. Chuck
Hagel, R-iNeb., and Sen. John
Warner, R-Va., the former an outspoken critic of the war's escalation and a co-sponsor of a more
strongly-worded resolution, the
latter actually co-sponsored the
resolution he voted to block a
vote on. They were literally for it
before they were against voting
on it! John Kerry alerted the
irony police right before his
head exploded
Why is this shocking? Simply,
the Republicans won't even .
allow a vote on a resolution that
may criticize the president in a
non-threatening manner, trying
to insulate the president from

any notion of accountability to
notion of party unity could comthe voters. Furthermore, Hagel
pel a decorated war veteran and
a former secretary of the Navy
and Warner voted to continue
the filibuster, not because it's
to vote against their beliefs, their
what they believe to be right but principles and their sense of
duty? We are literally stunned.
because the Senate minority
leader wanted to maintain party · This isn't a flippant argument
Unity. If that's not playing poliabout flip-flopping, but a funda.mental breach in the way the
tics with the fate of the troops
and national security, there is no world works. These men are not
just p~tting their party loyalty
such thing.
By not voting to end the filiabove their own concern for the
buster, these 49 senators have
troops, they are putting their
party above any notion of what
essentially signed off on the
president's escalation, regardless is right. They've abrogated their
of their previous public stateresponsibility to their conments. Their act is one of cowstituents and the Senate; they
are no longer public servants but
ardice and deceit, especially
full-fledged party apparatchiks.
Hagel, who has enjoyed a
tremendous amount of face-time
James Madison, the intellecon the network and cable news
tual force behind the structure of
shoWs that have run clips of his·
Congress, famously decried the
denunciations of the troop
advent of political parties, insistsurge.
ing instead that the best way for
For those who believe that
our system of government to
politicians believe in things they survive would be to have small,
actually propose, how are we
fltiid factions whose divergent
then to square Bagel's statement interests would prevent any one
during a Senate hearing after the group from exacting majoritaripresident announced his plan
an tyranny. Party loyalty was
for -increased troop levels?
seen as corrosive and antitheti"His [Bush's] speech given
cal to democratic rule.
last night, by this president, repThere are those who've long
resents the most dangerous forwarned that liberty would die to
eign-policy blunder in this coun- the sound of thunderous
try since Vietnam. if it's carried
applause, but they were wrong.
out ... I will resist it,'' Hagel said.
The soundtrack to the end of
Or take Warner's.statement
democratic republicanism was ·
that he, "personally, speaking for the silent screams of those
·
myself, have great concern about whose better angels were
the American GI being thrust
snuffed out by the twin devils of
into that situation, the origins of party loyalty and lost principles.
which sometimes go back over a
We were once better than
thousand years."
this. We may be again. But today,
What craven, misguided
the dreams of Madison are dead
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The 90-day countdown has
have sufficient opportunities to
begun for those graduating in
enroll in education and training
May. The nostalgic, nauseating
beyond high school.
fool in me has decided to photoAccording to the report,
graph everything. Every event is
"Florida's underperformance in
always the "last one," and thereeducating its young population
by worthy of celebration or a
could limit the state's access to a
· competitive workforce and
wellspring of tears. I've often
been caught uttering Gooniesweaken its economy over time. .
esque monologues: "Don't you
As thewell-educated baby
realize? The next time you see
boomer generation begins to
ABEER B. ABDALLA
Senior StaffWriter
sky, it'll be over another town.
retire, the diverse young popula-,.;
The Iiext time you take a test,
tion that will replace it does not .
it'll be in some other school Our parents,
appear prepared educationally to maintain :
they want the best of stuff for us. But right
or enhance the state's position in a global
now, they got to do what's right for them.
economy."
•
"Compared with leading states, relatively:
Because it's their time. Their time! Up there!
Down here, it's our time. It's our time down
:
few 9th graders in Florida graduate from
here. That's all over the second we ride up
high school in four years. Since the early
1
Troy's bucket."
1990s, Florida has seen a double-digit drop '
The sniveling idiot in me was caught letin the proportion of 9th graders graduating j
ting a hug with Kilightro linger a bit too
from high school, and the slate now ranks •
long when the last sporting event rolled
among the lowest in the country on this
i
around I'll say it, "My mµne is Abeer B.
measure."
~
Abdalla, and I am a sentamentaholic." No,
Florida received an F in affordability, "of 1
those who do graduate, relatively few go on :
no, no, don't send letters. I am not making
light of serious addiction; I am simply sharto college. Since the early 1990s, colleges
I
ing my "problem" among peers.
and universities in Florida have become less.
In less than two weeks, I'll be able to
affordable for students and their families."
order my cap .and gown and pick out my
The undergraduate commitment is
graduation announcements, or what I call
almost complete. The months following
"send me presents-o-grams." When graduagraduation are still unwritten, but the rection applications came out last semester, we OJVIIlendation letters are being typed, the •
gathered on the steps of our respective
graduate school applications being received :
departments and took pictures of our
and the GRE is being taken and retaken to 1
1
our satisfaction.
·
momentous occasion.
Many of my friends already have their
I won't apologize for our glee. The pomp
and circumstance associated with the next
game plan intact. One will be leaving
90 days is more than just the result of four
Orange County to mold young minds as a ,
years for some. I took a few years off
high school teacher. Another has run off to
between high school and college, so the
New York in the hopes of finding a job, and ,
the rest of us, well I'm sure we'll figure it I
time between tassels is a lot to celebrate.
Other classmates have spent more time in . out when it's time.
So perhaps you're not a sentimentalist;
the real world, some nearly 20 years, before
you may not choose to walk the aisles to
having an opportunity to begin their
degrees. Some defy the odds by even makreceive your diploma, but your journey is ,
not an individual effort. We are the summa- ;
ing it this far.
.
In the 2006 Measuring UP: Report Card
tion of lifetimes of opportunities lost and 1
for Higher Education, all 50 states were
gained. So next time you see someone tak- · I
assigned letter grades and ranked .in six cating a little more time to appreciate what you
egories, including overall benefits the state . .choose to take for granted, think about how :
much your adventure means to those who '
receives from having an educated population to establishing whether or not students · never got to make it.
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The Future·en.courages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication, letters
to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length. Submit them online at
www.CentralFloridaFutare.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Cal{4o7-447-4558.
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.READER VIEWS
get this as well. It's like they're saying that
Registration change_another
anyone below a 3.5 isn't as worthy. Don't we
all pay the exact same tuition?
perk for "Honors" students
In the article, the claim was made that the

.

Editorial: 407-447-4558

GENERAL MANAGBR........................Brlan Llnden
BUSINFSS MANAGER ........................Ttjsha Irwin

SPAIN FISCHER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.

.

I unfortunately am just now finding out
about the proposed plan for multi-registration that will be going into effect next year ·
via the Feb. S issue of the Future. I think that
putting a GPA limit on who can register for
multi-registration is wrong and completely
unfair.
What upsets me even more is that it's bad
enough that-the "Honors" students get.every
perk imaginab]G handed to them; now they

"students with a lower GPA were bogging
down the system." Fine, I get that; I understand that, but when did a 3.0 to 3.4 GPA
become a bad place to be? I would much
rather the whole system be done away with;
at least that would be fair.
Anonymous

Via e-mail
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HOW TO PLACE AN AO

Online:

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KflightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person: _
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Rate
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Trme
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

c
c

325
350
375
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B
B
B

B
B
B
B

900 Wanted
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Rate A

RateB

Rate(

$6
$4

$9
$6

$12

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Christian Preschool Teachers
for afternoons M-F (2:00-6:00 P.M.)
NEEDED FOR Union Park Christian
School, 10301 East Coloniai Drive,
Orlando. If you love Children and the
Lord, call 407-282-0551
Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp ..
Boys Camp June 16th-30th
, Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk.
' Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.nef

OUT•
S T E A ·K H 0 U S E®
OPENING SOON • OVIEDO
The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun,
food (\nd·Great People will be opening soon.

Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks
Apply in Person

INTERSECTION OFALAFAYAANp MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD IN THE LA FITNESS CENTER
Equal Opportunity Employer

students.are the fir~t priority.

Student Government Association
Open Senate Seats
Are you interested in Student Government?
Your Student Government currently has several
vacant SGA Senate seats.
Within· the Legislative B.ranch is the Senate. The Senate is comprised of52 Senators. Sena~ors are elected each fall and serve a
one year term. If a vacancy occurs, the Student Body President
fills the opening though an appointment procedure. Senators
are responsible for the allocation of all student funds and the
proposal of Constitutional Amendments. Within the Senate
there are seven standing committees.

Apply on-line in the forms section of the SGAWeb Site
or in the SGA office Student Union Rm 214

c

~General

(

--------.<

MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Emerging audiovisual & event company
seeks talented Multimedia Designers &
Live Production experts
(Director.Camera, Sound, Light, Video)
www.thinkcybis.com[join-us
Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeUKennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

~'

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses., Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

¥

~350-$450/wk averag.e
* Join our team now,and find
}·k:,Glia~artteed~hase pay · ·m· ~Weekly P!Ychec~ .
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Servers wanted for fine Italian restaurant.
Must have experience, good people
skills. FT/PT pos. avail. 1 mile north of
UCF. Call Susan (407) 365-4774

North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6, Winter Park, FL 32792

South Orlando: (407)-243-9400
Apply Online: www.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark

Winter/Spring positions available
Earn up to $150 per day
Experience not required
Undercover shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establishments.
. Call 800-722·4/'.91
Family-run Italian restaurant now hiring
experienced pizza man. Apply in person
at 1425 Tuskawilla Rd, Winter Springs.
Corner of Tuskawilla and Red Bug in the
K-mart shopping plaza. 407-659-0101

Cl

The Following Positions:

Pff Landscape/Lawn Maintenance
Immediate Positions Available!
No Experience Necessary
Call Now! 407-718-5412

Lifeguard· Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food.& Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Artist - Unique Opportunity!

Great Benefits Including:

With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in OrlarJdo
theme parks. We train.
Call: 407-240-~BO.

w1

AMAZING.SUMMER at premier PA coed
children's overnight camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic men and women wanted for
all activities and counselor positions.
· Good Salary. Great Experience.
Internships ,A.vailable. Visit our web site,
www.campnockamixon.com to schedule
an on campus interview for February 14.

Where

l)

I ATIENTION UCF ST~DENTS! I

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight carops in the
Pocono Mtns. of PA. Teach/assist with
athletics, swimming, A&C, drama, yoga,
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, nature, and much more.
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com

Hiring Hours Monday- Friday 10:00-6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00-3:00 pm
At Our Hiring Trailer in front of our building
167 EAST MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD OVIEDO

$}8

fTim HELP WANTED:

~General

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!"
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

(

·Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reac~ing UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter SpringJ
·Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours aday

fTim HELP WANTED:
BARTENDERS WANTED.
· $300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-9.65-6520 x 107.

(

RATES

• Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
services
B
. A
Announcements

500
· 600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous

A
A

( )

Free Admission •Free Quarterly Tickets· College
Tultion Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

ftpply now: .

fill out an app\ic.ation.
oN\.\NE\ Visit
wetnvii\dor\ando.c.otn

<

Call:Job Line (407) 248-1600

Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com

Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors
Escape to the Shenandoah Mountains of
West Virginia. Timber Ridge Camp is a
co-ed overnight camp seeking energetic
staff to work with children for the
summer. Top salary, travel allowance.
800-258-2267. www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com.

Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4P~
Wet'n Wild Human Resources

6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 ·FAX (407) 345-1005

Come have Summer Fun!
Camp Counselor
Florida Elk~ Youth Camp
24175 SW 450 Umatilla, FL
7 weeks $2100 June 4 - July 21 , 2007
1-800-523-1673 ext 251
Scholarship Opportu"nities

,Low on Dough?
Earn Cash While
Helping Othfil s!

Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, & make lifelong friends, then look
no further. Camp Maiaponi, a residential
girls camp in Maine, has male/female
summertime openings for Land Sports,
Waterfront (small crafts, skiing,
lifeguarding, WSI, boat drivers), Ropes
Course, Tennis, H.B. Riding, Arts &
Crafts, Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics,
Dance, Group Leaders & more. Top
salaries plus room/board & travel
provided: Call us.today toll-free at
1-888-684-2267 or apply online at:
www.campmataponi.com
We now have openings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call.Jeff (407) 774-5335.

The Central Florida Future is hiring
Distribution Drivers! $1 O+ per hour.
Morning and afternoon shifts avail.
Please call Maggie at 407-447-4555 or
email MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com

•

DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
Promote a Top 30 company to gain realworld business & marketin·g experience!
. www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.
Instructors Needed
Self-Defense to teach children. Prr
evenings, great pay. Call LeeAnn at
1-866-273-2292 or e-mail resume to
aayaleeann@tampabay.rr.com

For more .information check the SGA Web Site:

SGA.UCF.EDU

•

Vacant Senate Seats
Education Seat 3
Education Seat 4
Education Seat 6
College of Engineering and Computer, Science Seat 4
College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 5
School of Hospitality Management Seat 1
Undeclared Majors Seat 1
Unspecified Majors in Graduate Studies Seat 1
Unspecified Majors in Undergraduate Studies Seat 1
Regional Campus Seat 2
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New company to the Orlando area seeking
energetic outbound sales agents

:i .
.

.

~

Competitive pay ranging' from
$400.00 - $1,000.00 a week.

1
.

.

Incentives and promotions offered
to motivated employees.

-~~

.~~:

Call today.to set up your interview.
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

· ~ HELP WANTED:
l
~General
•

•

Bedroom for rent in University_ House, off
of Alafaya and Science Drive. The rent is
$425/month and utilities are covered.
The room is available from
March 1, 2007, to August 8,2007.
Please contact me at (352)266-2643
if you have any questions.

EARN
UPTO

•

Room In a 414 at Rlverwlnd Apts. Prvt.
Bath. Shuttle to UCF. Fully Furnished.
$535/mo all Inclusive. Lease ends
July. Call Colin 407-963-0824
Pegasus Connection- FEB. RENT FREE
Room tor rent 4/4 $535/mo all util incl.
Reserved parking, available now! F only
'
561-601-8571

$170/MO.

•

.donating
plasma regularly

•

•••••···•··•·••·•·········
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•

I

Avalon Park townhome for sale
212.5, 2 car garage
Close to UCFI
Many upgrades: granite, marble, tlle,
conservatloo view, a must see!
Call 407.496.3010

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra

t10 OffER.on4th2nddonation.
and
~

I

Tell your parents!

.

.

·······-··-~---············
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Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

.

19.00 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

'
•

•

ASAP. Looking tor mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 util.
Call 407-970·6109 .

cJ\RRABBA's
ITALIAN BRILL.
~i~j)W

Male roommate needM in 313 at Science
Drive. Furnished, walk-in closet.
$580/mo. E-mail absoccer15@hotmail.1com or call 860-384-4482

HIRING

• ·t::,ALL POSITIONS

Master bedroom available in 3/2 house.
Private bath + walk-in closet. $525/mo +
1/2 utilities. 20 min to UCF, 10 min to
VCC. Call Chris 407-470-0381 .

Apply in person

Room Avail Immediately.
New house just built In Oviedo.
Close to UCFNalencla. W/D, Yard,
garage, furnished. M or F. Please call
'Heather 321-544:-9211

Monday-Saturday, 10am to 6pm
:f
I

Lake Bryan "·
8702 Vineland1Avenue* """"
Orlando, FL 328210· ""
(407) 93~0015
.

#if{;

<•

,,,

One unfurn. bdrm in 3br/2ba house. HS
wifi, satellite, D/W, W/D, screened porch.
5 min to UCF, off Univ. and Suntree
Blvd. Must be student, N/S, clean, and
quiet. Individual lease, avail. NOW!
$550/month, call 407-678-2482.

\>
An equal opportunity empl9yer
':';d
"><;......,,,._
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PT after school nanny needed in Sanford
for 3 elem. kids.until 6:30pm daily. Duties
incl. pick-up from school, feed, hw help.
Must love kids! Pref. ed. major. $10/hr.
Respond to Tami at basflorida@aol.com

New Restaurant in Waterford
Lakes. Designer Greens restaurant hiring
cashiers, front of house, and salad chef.
Please call Steven at 407-616-1628 or
email at skay99@tampabay.rr.com

Outback Steakhouse Lake Underhill
Now hiring prep cooks. Hours 8-5.
Apply In person Mon-Thurs 1-3 pm
or call for an appointment.
407-275-9440
LOVE TO HELP ANIMALS?
Animal hospital near UCF seeks FT vet
assistant, esp. in mornings. PT dog
bather needed all day Fri/Sat. Call
.
407-366-7323

FT Secretary needed for filing and
answering phones at downtown Orlando
cons!. company. Knowledge of MS
Word/Excel req. $7.50/hr, great working
exp! Contact Johan Toro, office manager
at 407-947-6137.
FT Pressure Washer needed. Must have
own transport and cell phone & live in
Waterford Lakes, UCF, Oviedo, or Winter
Springs area. Call 407-276-2881.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Need 2 girls to share 4/2 house close to
UCF. $500 incl internet, cable, pest
control plus 1/3 water & elect. Go to http://searching4roommate.googlepages.com
or call Naty at 407-782-2375.
CONTACT ME SOON AND GET 1ST
MONTH'S RENT HALF OFF!!
House tor rent. 3bd/2ba, 2 car garage,
huge yard! Clean and responsible
tenants onlyl 1 mile from UCF.
Available today!
Call Susan (407) 365-4774
3/2 Custom Duplex 2 miles from UCF
1150 sq ft. All appliances included.
No smoking $1200/mo +sec dep.
$40 application fee. 407-359-5001
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
·
407-571-3659
New 3/2.5 Townhome in Winter Spgs.
Gated community near Town Center.
W/D and all appliances included.
Call tor details (407) 361-9370
Gorgeous 5/3 with pool available ASAP
$550 per room. www.geoyities.com/cptt91
rentucf@yahoo.com or 913-908-8185

~

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

· 1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing,
Full Appliances, Racket ball quart, Gym,
Comm. Pool, Avail Immediately,
$750/mo, CaH 786·355-5615
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Waterford Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba, W/D, cable TV,
HIS internet, tel, pool, gym
All included, $ 650/roommate,
407-247-6423
Red Bug/Tuscawilla Area
Newly renovated vacant condo $985/mo
2 bdrm/2 bath w/ all amenities
joker55064@aol.com 407-365-5701
RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 dowri, no closing
costs. Luxurious, 1 ,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
w-Nw.thecrestlife.com
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to.
$12/hr. Must have own car and cell
phone. 407-276-2881 or 407-359-5901

Start your own mortgage
busir\6SS for $200. Originate loans in
over 42 states. Generate profits with
your own team. Quick growth, no
license, or exp. necessary, pt, will train.
attend our companl(_ oyerview call
1-888-649-2~65
.

To

Room tor rerit in 2 story house in Oviedo
4 miles from UCF
$375/month all ulils included.
Contact Mark 407-256-9574.
Furnished room for rent, 2 mlles from
UCF. Spacious home w/ pool. $450/mo
util incl. Contact Steve 305-281-3104
or email scaslos76@aol.com
Tired of student housing? Avalon room
tor rent! 3/2.5 Townhouse in Avalon
Lakes/Avalon Park $600/mo incl. all
utilities & maid service. For more info call
954-701-4603, lgomez-07@hotmail.com
www.myspace.com/avalonroom4rent

COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
www.KnightNewspapers.com!
SUDO KU

$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

...•.........; .
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$425 inclds wtr,cbltv,intrnt,wshr,
dryr,rnge,refrig
.
pm@thazhmon.com or (407) 489-4242
Pics&Details - tinyurl.com/21k8bz
*Attention female graduate students and
young professionals·
Looking for a roommate to share a 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. Check out
www.myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome
tor more information!
Female roommate needed for 212 Avalon
Park townhome. Non-smoker. $600
includes u(il. Available now!!
Call 407-384-1972.

Gated Community-2bdrm/2bath all new
kit. appliances & washer/dryer
$159,900. Excel Realty Diane Molaka
407-222-4270. Ready Today!
Large Mediterranean Style 5/2.512
car garage. Close to UCF, built in
2001. Screened In pool, tile floors,securlty, surround sound. Must see!
$310K. Call 4'()7-435-1303
Condominium for rent OR sale! 2bd/2ba,
1 mile from WCF in Hunter's Reserve.
Available today!
Call Susan' (407) 365-4774.

2002 Beige Toyota Corolla CE
Very clean. Just 67k miles. A/T
Call Stephen 407-756-2453
Street legal scooter 150 cc.
Brand New, Must Seel $1299.
Call 407-251-0815.

8' Pool Table w/ cues, cue rack and 2
sets of balls - $500,.Call 321-784:4557

Bed-$130. Full size pillowtop
mattress set. Brand new. Still In
plastic. Can deliver.
( 407)846-8511
Bedroom set- $450. 5 pc set. Never
used. Delivery available.
(407)846-1360
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

FOOSBALL TABLE- like new, $2501
Harvard XP 1000, original price $500.
Call 407-375-8795

*MOVE IN SOLO OR WITH A FRIEND!*
3 Female roomates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from UCF.
$480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)!:113-0832.
M/F student wanted: quiet, NS, no pets
to live in 2/1.5 home in safe Lake Bell
Community, close to UCF w/retired
gentleman. A love of helping people
would be appreciated. Save over
$1000/mo. w/this freebie! Free
accommodation, free util, plus computer
access. Some housekeeping, plus a few
errands. Able to work all week.
E-mail with personal detail.
Contact wilwel@earthlink.net
F roommate wanted for beautiful 4/2
home in Waterford Lakes. Huge Master
suite. $6.0 0/mo all utilities included.
Please call Natalie 954-471-8_!583
M/F Roommate wanted. 3/2 house in
Ashington Park, 3 miles from UCF.
$525/mo. Includes all utilities
407-207-8523 (C)803-361-2281
2 quiet, N/S females needed furn 3/2
home in Creekwood. Walk to UCF,
Publix. DSL Internet, carpet/wood floors,
WID. $450/mo ea. room, incl utils.
No pets. Call 407-971-6748.
M/F wanted for furnished 312 home
on lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from
UCF. $600/mo Incl. utll. N/S, no pets,
sec sys, pool & tennis. Avail
Immediately. Call 407-832-8160,
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400

FREE NEWTV WITH LEASE
M needed tor 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe.
Avail. immediately. Great roommates
and nice location in neighborhood.
$475/mo all .util incl. 860-759-4013

Room avail. In The Lofts, pool, gym,
furnished, utll. Incl. tons of parking, 2
story style ap • Avail ASAP.
Call Tricia 407-766-6554•

:
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BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still In plastic. Delivery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.

CAR SYSTEM FOR SALE
Contains: Two 12 inch JL w6 speakers
with box, one Tsunami 1800 watt amp,
one Farad capacitor. All in excellent
condition. Cables/wires incl. $750 O.B.O
386-405-2629 ask for Jeremy
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

BED $160, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress sel In
plastic Warranty, Can D.ellver.
Call 407-287-2619.

6 Month Old Male Puggle Puppy!
All shots and 5 month heartworm
Included! Will only grow to 25 lbs
max. Super Cute! $600 o.b.o must
see! Call or emall Derek
(954)661-4964, Scorpdk@bellsouth.net

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.America'nKidzAdopti~.com

727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

~---

................ .........

su ·ldolku

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

!

8 4'

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Wield an axe
Window part .
Metal coat
Regan's king
t"ast-food
choice
16 Speeder catcher
17 Not fooled by
18 Shrinking inland
sea
19 Portents
20 Lenders
22 High-strung
23 Relatives
24 XIX
26 List ender
27 EST word
31 Guest star spot
34 Winning position
36 Chinese
chairman
37 Appearance
38 Grant recipient
39 Facial feature
40 Lennon's love
41 Dis<wvered
42 Minor
43 Stress
45 WWII fighters
46 Some cocktails
49 NBC's "Law &
Order:
"
52 Make tardy
55 Peculiar
deviations
57 Jacob's father
58 Same as
mentioned
.
59 Radius neighbor
60 Mall unit
61 Longest river
62 Guzzler's sound
.63 Like yesterday's
news
64 Back talk
65 Latin infinitive

1
·5
9
14
15

DOWN
1 Timepiece :
2 Painter Matisse
3 Like Cheerios
4 Goad
5 Kind of
electricity
6 Home•run king
7 Kind of crow?
8 Undrawn, as a
gun

2/7/ff/

© 2007 Tribune Me<Ua Services, Inc.
AU rights reserved.

9 March with
placards
1O Bemoan
11 Yemen's
capital
12 Soaks up some
rays
13 Scottish Gaelic
21 Toward the
center of
25 Rela)lation
26 Mouse-spotter's
cry
28 Give off
29 Engrossed
30 Intrusive
31 Coagulate
32 Top-notch
33 Planetary
satellite
34 Water sources
35 Traveler's
stopover
38 Entry
39 Guitarist Paul
41 Bride-to·be
42 Tiltin' tower
town

Last issue solved
44
45
47
48
49
50

Slings mud
Taken putts
Type of ink
Yuletides
Window parts
Serena's sister
51 Practice

52 Speech
imP,ediment
53 Dog in 'The.
Thin Man"
·54 New Mexico art
colony
56 Olympic rayer

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

mTRAVEL
INCOME TAX SERVICE
Best Refund Guaranteed!
Low Rates - Most returns cost $20
ben_eisen@yahoq.com 407-375-2567
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing .
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Services of cleaning houses.
Everything that you need; do the
laundry. Weekly or biweekly.
Call 407 927-4195

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$239

CELEBRITY CRUISE from $3391
Includes Meals, Taxes,
Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities.
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica
From $599! Panama City from $1691
Organize a group ard travel FREE! Call
SpringBreakTravel.com at
1.800.293.1443- or visit
www.springbreaktravel.com
use promo code: na55

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6_-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com ,
Wf:. WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

• Glass Dining Room Set
with 6 chairs and server.
$450 Excellent Condition
Call 40~-359-0159
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,' delivery
available. 407-331-1941

~---t-··-···

I

FUl;ON-$195 Brand new oak futon
w/plush ·mattress. Still in box.
Can deliver. (407)846-2130
Bed 100% all brand new King pillowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
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Gated Comm. 2bdrm/2bath condo. All
kitchen appliances & washer dryer.
$160,000.Excel Realty Diane Molaka
407-222-4210
www.excelrealtyonline.com

l
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DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious.
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestiife.com

BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedic type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avall. Call 407-423-1202. ·

Apartments

NO MORE RENTI Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Have a fantastic summer and.get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paint~all, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June S and
leaves Wednesday, August 1S.

ROOMMATE WANTED
New town homes five min. from UCF.
N/S. No Pets. $425/month + 113 Util.
Call 321-698-6351

~FOR RENT:

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

..

..

JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

GRAB YOUR!

~

"~*~t-

•

House for sale, $0 down You live free.
Roommates pay mortgage.
Responsible students currently living in
home. Great location and
neighborhood. I will pay the 5% down
payment, or return cash if they take
100% loan. Great tax break, equity
could pay off student loans when you
.,.
graduate. 913-908-8185 or
rentucf@yahoo.com

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

..

.
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Attention Degree Holders:
Free Airfare ! Free Housing!
Teach in Korea Apply @
www.footprintsrecruiting.com
Start in February!

Loving Couple Need an Egg Donor
with dark hair, brown eyes. Ages 21-29
Also need gestational carrier. Ages 25-35.
Please contact Robin 407-963-3390

Place Classifieds -.

ONLINE

in the
(enttal :flodba :future

for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNewfpapers.com/classifieds
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WWW. Gentra/Floridafuture.com
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